KELSALL CATAMARANS LIMITED

NEWS FROM KELSALL CATAMARANS – August 2013
We have a few interesting items to report at this time.

TWIN RIGS..
8 twin rigs are sailing, in build, designed or in design stage. Three are freestanding. Five are KCR.
KCR slashes the loads on all parts of the rig and boat. KCR can be built by the boat builder. KCR is
designed without the need to spend a fortune on carbon. Freestanding has proven the basic concept on
Cool Change, now with 36000 sea miles on the clock. Either are the ideal for trade winds, but without
compromise of all round performance.
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Cool Change is hard to beat when beating to windward. Twin mains wins when it comes to Ease of
handling. With no working headsails, there are just two sheets to control.
A refinement to KSS hull shaping. For the past 20 years KSS has used dart cuts, from the keel line
across the round bilge area in order to achieve the compound curvature. Two approaches were
applied. Either joining along the keel line then pulling the shape in one-shot or half hull shaping.
This refinement comes from trials done using pressure to stretch and compress the foam in order to
achieve the same result. The pressure trials used a force applied to the panel along the keel line, using
an air bag and from using the weight of water within the two hull panels. While these ideas worked
and could be applied to other hull shapes, we saw no advantage over the then standard for our
standard designs.
Previously, the parts of the panels to be shaped had one layer of glass on the outside of the foam. By
eliminating some of the glass skin in that area, we can stretch or compress the foam, reducing the
length of the dart cuts to close to the keel line only. The effect is of taking the panels as they come off
the table, joining along the keel line and then pulling them directly to the final hull shape. There are
strips of glass across the shaped area. Ie the whole of the area being shaped is controlled as one
compound shape, where previously the areas between the dart cuts were controlled along the
connection to the topsides and at the keel line. Ie no need to thump the fingers to bring them into line.
This can be applied as before to either one shot shaping or half hull shaping. The half hull shaping is
great for the larger hulls because they are so much more accessible while shaping and adding the extra
glass layers, with the half hull on it's side. Access to the smaller hulls is easy enough and one-shot
shaping is my preference. Along with this for one-shot shaping, we have tweaked the joining of the
two hull panels and the frame/pulling the shape set up.
The difference in time will not be significant, but I like the neatness of this refinement. Ie nothing has
to be brought back into line while shaping.
Current builders are invited to contact and discuss this option.
As with all developments, we have not trialled all options and no doubt some detail will get revised as
more hulls are built this way. One advantage here is that we can see what more, if anything, is needed
during the shaping process. Also, the shaped area of foam can be added to the topside portion after
infusing the topside area. A considerably narrower panel to make. A 6ft wide table instead of an 8ft.,
wide table for most projects.
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Launched.
A 63 foot charter catamaran in Korea. One to match the best from any design house.
A 42 ft., 22 kts passenger ferry is operating in Vietnam. The first composite cat in that role. Diab have
featured on their site. More are in the pipeline.
Six 33ft. Day charter sailing cats are operating in the Yellow Sea of China.

“Seahorse 42” a small fast ferry on demonstration in Vietnam. The first composite.

“Kapala” one of many which come back to demonstrate the durability of
Kelsall build methods.
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IN BUILD.
TWIN COVES
Twin Coves is a custom design of power catamaran with full double deck accommodation driven by a
pair of 300 hp engines via Zeus pod drives.

“Twin Coves”. The second level will be fitted after moving to the water.

“Twin Coves”. Powered with twin 300hp pod drives.
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A PROA FOR CHARTER.
This one is different.

“Triana”, 50 ft. in 1969. New owners description – Magnific. Love the stem shape.
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AMPHIBIOUS 4 WHEEL DRIVE CATAMARANS.
Amkat folding catamarans, with own wheels were first built 20 years ago. A 13ft and a 26ft proved
the configuration. The hulls rotate from the wide catamaran beam to narrow, with the hulls tucked
neatly under the central structure. These two Amkats were pulled up onto the sandy beach of
Sandwich Bay and up concrete slipways.

13 ft. Amkat sitting on own wheels.

Amkat makes a great fun boat, tender etc.
We believe the time has come to resurrect the basic concept. We are encouraged by the experience of
another company in NZ. Sealegs has sold 750 of their Ribs with powered wheels around the World.
We are looking at a slightly different market and a wider range or sizes.
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I can imagine sailing towards a sandy beach, pressing a button to rotate the hulls, switching power to
the wheels and driving up onto the beach.
At this time we are researching the power and drive systems to suit. There is a business opportunity
here. Anyone interested please contact. The potential is huge.
XK TRAIL CATAMARANS.
Via a range of different arrangements that we have designed over some decades, we have a new trail
and sail catamaran which is based on the simplest possible means of expanding and contracting the
width and which provides the best possible accommodation options for a multihull at the size. There
will be a full range in time. 24 and 36 ft. are in progress. The 36 is a fully go anywhere cat as any
other at the size. It is 3m wide on the trailer or for narrow waterways.
KSS WORKSHOP.
See news on our website for these events. The planned Tennessee event for 2013 has been postponed
till next year. However, anyone who would like to visit the two projects in progress can do so by
arrangement with the owners – a 42 is near complete and another just starting.

One of the two 42 ft. KSS projects in Lenoir City, Tennessee.
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Just to remind us where it all started all those years ago.

And KSS building progress.

<derek@kelsall.com>
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